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FOREWORD

Campaign for Human Rights and Social Transformation (CAHURAST), Nepal and Youth Initiative 
has completed more than a decade, implementing the initiatives on human rights, transparency, 
integrity, accountability and governance. Since 2010, we have been implementing the citizen led 
monitoring using an innovative and cost effective approach – Community Integrity Building (CIB) 
approach to promote the culture of the integrity through the integrity building initiatives. 

We are grateful to Integrity Action for their continued support in integrity building initiatives in 
Nepal. CAHURAST Nepal and Youth Initiative are partners of Integrity Action since 2010 and 2014 
respectively. In 2016, a collaborative project, “Integrity in Education” was initiated where the students 
and teachers were involved in a platform named Integrity Child club for improving education service 
delivery and effectiveness of post earthquake reconstruction of schools. The project was limited to 
25 schools of Sindhupalchowk. Through this project, we have a measurable impact with 71% fix rate 
on the identified problems on service delivery projects and infrastructure projects. 

In 2017, with the principle of tipping point strategy to achieve depth coverage in a single geography 
SHINE (Students acting for honesty, integrity and equality) project was initiated at Sindhupalchowk 
district. SHINE engaged more than 2500 students and 140 teachers to promote the culture of 
integrity through student led monitoring resulting 46% of fix rate in the monitored projects. Even the 
pandemic COVID-19 didn’t prevent the monitors to monitor the services for making the lives better. 
We are overwhelmed to get appreciation from the government officials and their regular participation 
to the programs that have encouraged us to work better. With this encouragement, so far we have 
been able to lobby for incorporating the integrity and accountability in secondary curriculum. To 
ensure all the results are documented and circulated among wider range of stakeholders, SHINE 
book has been developed. It includes the concept, methodology, achievement, challenges and 
mitigating measures adopted during implementation of project. It has also tried to incorporate the 
ideas of sustaining and scaling up the intervention. It is hoped that this intervention if replicated at 
other parts of country, it will directly bring measurable outcomes in transparency, accountability and 
good governance.

SHINE book is an outcome of hard work of SHINE project team. So, we would like to thank the 
entire SHINE team for their untiring efforts, hard work and dedication in the execution of the project 
in most diligent and professional manner and bringing the report in this form. We expect to receive 
constructive feedback from the experts and policy makers of education sectors for the betterment of 
the SHINE initiative. 

 

BIshnu Pukar Shrestha        
Chairman        
Campaign for Human Rights and 
Social Transformation (CAHURAST), Nepal

Suman Khadka
President

Youth Initiative
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

On April 25, 2015, a devastating earthquake with 7.8 magnitudes struck several districts of Nepal 
claiming 8,700 deaths and some 25,000 injuries. Thousands of constructions including the schools 
have been turned into debris. Sindhupalchowk, one of the worst affected districts as a result of 
earthquake and hundreds of aftershocks accounts loss of large number and quantity of constructions. 
Alone in Sindhupalchowk district, 546 schools have been recorded damaged (partial and fully 
damaged). 

The government of Nepal has given highest priority in education sector since decades. The largest 
pie of the budget is invested in the education sector. However, the proper utilization of the budget in 
constructions and service delivery of the line agencies of education system have been contested. Large 
amount of budget in the name of service delivery are mismanaged knowingly and unknowingly. With 
this, students are affected at the most. The students eventhough are aware of integrity but are not 
in practice. This shows the need of their constructive engagement for the integrity activities because 
they are the best one who can act with and demand for integrity to bring a social transformation in 
academic area and community. Keeping this in mind, a pilot project “Integrity in Education” was 
initiated on 2016 with an objective to promote the culture of integrity involving the students at Integrity 
Clubs for student led monitoring on education service delivery and reconstruction of schools. 
This project resulted in the improved education service delivery and speed reconstruction work at 
Sindhupalchowk. 

To continue its impact and get better development outcomes in education sector, SHINE (Students 
acting for Honesty, Integrity and Equality) project was initiated on 2017 with tipping point strategy. 
Following the tipping point strategy, Sindhupalchowk district where 90% of schools’ services have 
been disrupted through damage during an earthquake and where Integrity in Education project was 
piloted has been focused to implement SHINE project.

SHINE is an initiative which educates, empowers and engages the students on integrity building 
activities. The major objective of SHINE is to promote the culture of integrity through active engagement 
of students in integrity clubs. Integrity clubs are the association led by the students of 14-19 aged 
groups on a supervision of focal teacher of respective school. SHINE has developed integrity clubs at 
106 schools of Sindhupalchowk and Kathmandu valley involving 20-25 members in each club. The 
major activity of integrity club members is monitoring (education service delivery and reconstruction of 
schools) and conduct integrity related extra-curricular activities (ECA). Monitoring is led by the students 
in integrity club and is conducted following the CIB approach. This approach starts with engaging the 
community/ education stakeholders/school. School then selects the students to become an integrity 
club member following the gender equality and social inclusion. Integrity club members are trained 
to be monitors as education monitors. Education monitors monitor education service delivery and 
reconstruction of schools. The monitoring results and problems identified on services and project are 
reported through Developmentcheck app. This app is an offline and online monitoring and reporting 
tool. The problems identified and integrity challenges are then constructively solved in coordination 
with key stakeholders. All solutions and achievements are then circulated to wider range of community 
that improves the lives of the whole community.

Major achievements on SHINE:
• Improved education service delivery of 106 schools and speed reconstruction of 24 schools of 

Sindhupalchowk and Kathmandu valley through students led monitoring by active engagement 
of 2500+ integrity club members 

• School level code of conduct developed by integrity club members
• Decreased absenteeism rate and dropout rate of students in schools with leadership of 

integrity clubs
• 46 % Fix Rate achieved on identified problems of monitored projects

II



• Increased participation of students with disabilities in integrity clubs and better performance 
than earlier days

• Resource mapping from likable organization to sustain the integrity clubs activities
• Students confident to fix the problems identified in service delivery
• Commitment received to introduce the chapter “Integrity and Accountability” in the 

Secondary level school curriculum.

Major challenges on implementation of SHINE:
• Reluctant nature of focal teachers at 30% of schools to mobilize the integrity clubs with 

allowances and incentives. So, integrity club members themselves started to lead the club. 
50 % of the ICs are now students led club and 50% of the ICs are teacher led with the 
teachers who have committed to mobilize the club voluntarily.

• COVID-19 pandemic made difficult to implement the activities as the schools remained 
closed for around 8 months but our activities are totally focused at the schools. Online 
learning programs were initiated by that time but internet accessibility survey conducted 
during the project showed that 30% of schools are out of reach to internet facility and 95 % 
of integrity club members are not accessible to internet and mobile devices. 

• IC members without information started monitoring the projects nearby their houses without 
safety measures. IC members were suggested not to conduct any monitoring works during 
the risk of COVID-19.

• Objection on few indicators of Score board delayed in placing the score board at schools. 
• High expectation of guardians for the funding support especially for children with disabilities.
• Less participation of students with disabilities in initial years in integrity clubs
• Especially in schools, the students and even teachers are not allowed to use mobile phones 

during school time and also only few teachers have mobile phones, so there is a challenge 
to report through the DevelopmentCheck app. However, during meeting the students are 
allowed to use mobile to report through app. It is done with support of focal person.

In the whole project period, the identified groups under exclusion/ students who are at risk of 
exclusion are engaged following our GESI strategy. Starting from the formation of the club, members 
are selected following the GESI strategy prioritizing the students with disabilities and from excluded 
group of community on the basis of economic status, ethnicity and caste. To increase the leadership 
potential of the members at risk of exclusion, the members are provided the leadership position; 
ensuring no one is left behind and making them active, roles and responsibilities has been divided 
among the members as per their interest and capacity. This has brought the measurable impact 
among the students with disabilities too.

With the gain of measurable impact through SHINE project, we have developed the scale up and 
sustainable strategy. Scale up strategy is developed through training, technical assistance, policy 
dialogue, creating website, Facebook, publications, toolkits and documentaries. The vision of the 
program is formulated, initiated and piloted successfully. Sustainability strategy of formed integrity 
clubs is done both by structure and co-creation. Firstly, we are advocating with government mainly 
with Ministry of Education (MoE) and educational unit at the local level to embed the integrity club 
model in the education policy. Secondly, we are lobbying for changing curriculum. Currently, the 
Ministry of Education has developed the new curriculum for the secondary level students. This 
is still being reviewed. An advocacy unit at central and municipal level is formed for continuously 
advocating and lobbying to incorporate the integrity course in the curriculum and to receive funds for 
conducting integrity clubs from the local governments. 

Henceforth, directly benefitting 2500+ integrity club members, SHINE has now set a step further for 
building integrity at community improving the transparency, accountability and good governance. 
Integrity building initiative is a campaign that is never ending for better development outcomes. 
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

SHINE   Student Acting With Honesty, Integrity and Equality

ICs   Integrity Clubs

RM   Rural Municipality

M   Municipality

CIN   Community Information Network

DPOs   Disabled People’s organizations

GESI   Gender Equality and Social Inclusion

CPAC   Central Level Project Advisory Committee

SMC   School Management Committee

CIB   Community Integrity Building

NNJS   Nepal Netra Jyoti Sangh

3R   Reduce, Reuse and Recycle

WASH   Water, Sanitation and Hygiene

DEO   District Education Officer

SwDs   Student with disabilities

ToT   Training of Trainers

PSA    Public Service Announcement

GoN   Government of Nepal

ECOSOC  Economic and Social Council

ESC   Economic, Social and Cultural

MoE   Ministry of Education
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The SHINE Initiative

1.1 Initiation of SHINE: 
Sindhupalchowk, one of the worst affected districts by a severe earthquake of April 2015, 547 
schools have been recorded damaged (partial and fully damaged {source: DEO status 2015}). 
This damage accounts much of the challenges for the school to provide the education services. 
In order to recover the damage aftermath, the largest pie of the budget has been invested in an 
education sector. However, for many decades the proper utilization of the budget in construction 
and service delivery of the line agencies of education system has been contested. At the same 
time, though there is a provision of various free services, key stakeholders mostly the students 
remain unaware. School Management Committee (SMC), a mandatory mechanism intends to bring 
ownership of community towards the school in planning and monitoring school activities. Despite 
the stakeholders like Parent Teachers Association (PTA) members, teachers and students regularly 
meet and discuss for the overall development of the school, the mechanism has not been able to 
display a significant impact. The constitution of Nepal has a provision of free and compulsory 
secondary education but it is not in practice. Similarly, higher percentage of students doesn’t have 
adequate knowledge on free scholarships of education services. 

The students are eventhough aware of integrity but are not in practice. This shows the need of their 
constructive engagement for the integrity activities. Making explicit connections between school/
system goals and ministry goals and developing the process of cultural socialization influence all 
spheres of a child’s life. When students learn integrity, it will be propagated to the whole community 
and we can see changes in the behavior of the community hence improving governance. 

CAHURAST Nepal and Youth Initiative are partners of Integrity Action since 2010 and 2014 
respectively. Since then, we have measurable impact in the transparency, accountability and integrity 
in the community. To add on, in 2016, a collaborative project, “Integrity in Education”, students and 
teachers – the key stakeholders were provided a platform named Integrity Child Club for improving 
services at education sector through student led monitoring. This project achieved 71% fix rate on 
the identified problems improving service delivery projects.

So, with a guiding theory of change that if students, the pillars of development are given the 
adequate knowledge, skills and tools to act with integrity and demand for integrity, then 
there will be better development outcomes, SHINE has been initiated since 2017 with a tipping 
point strategy. The basic principle of the tipping point strategy is to achieve depth of coverage in 
a single, well-defined geography before proceeding to a new geography, where we aim to achieve 
equally deep coverage. The tipping point strategy is a cost effective way to both reach scale and to 
maximize the impact of our work so that we can help more people fix development projects. 

This strategy is inspired by the scale-up strategy of the founder of Booking.com, Andy Phillips. He 
used this strategy with three very successful Internet start-ups. Through this strategy we felt that it 
became easier:
• To get media coverage - people like to know what’s happening in their area
• To engage with and build partnerships with the key stakeholders (senior government officials,  
 contractors, the media, prospective donors, educators, and NGO partners)
• To create what we call operational partnerships with new prospects, such as aid agencies,  
 foundations, and major corporations invested in the geography. 

Part 1
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Fig: Graphic illustration of Tipping point strategy applied in SHINE project

1.2 Introduction to SHINE:

SHINE (Students acting with honesty, integrity and equality) is an initiative which educates, empower 
and engage the students on integrity building activities. It engages the students to act with and 
demand for integrity at their academic area hence later at community. 
Major Objective: Promote the culture of integrity through active engagement of students of Integrity 
Cubs.

Specific Objective
1. Capacitate and Engage 14-19 years aged  2520 students from 140 Higher Secondary and 

Secondary schools for effective monitoring of reconstruction and service delivery project on 
education sector

2. Encourage Integrity Club to ensure long term sustainability of anti-corruption and transparency 
efforts in education

3. Exemplify success to attract wider support and demand for anti-corruption and transparency 
measures in education after 3 and half years

4. Achieve at least 50% Fix Rate on identified problems of monitored projects

Under SHINE project, integrity clubs are established at 106 secondary schools of Sindhupalchowk 
and Kathmandu valley. Integrity clubs is an association led by students of 13-19 age groups with 
20-25 members in a group on supervision of the focal teacher of the respective school. It is a space 
and a platform to learn integrity values within academic area and community. It develops an Integrity 
Champions who continues the campaign to build integrity leaders of the future, to break the chain 
of corruption, encouraging, ensuring the long term sustainability of integrity and transparency efforts 
in education sector.
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SHINE 
(Students Ac�ng with Honesty 

Integrity and Equality)

106 Integrity Clubs Established 
(At Secondary level Schools)

Funded by
Integrity Ac�on, 

London

Youth Ini�a�ve 
(Partner Organiza�on)

CAHURAST 
(Lead Organiza�on)

Sindhupalchowk District
82 Integrity clubs

Kathmandu District
21 Integrity clubs

Lalitpur District
3 Integrity clubs

Integrity Related Extra 
Curricular Ac�vi�es

Students Led 
Monitoring

Educa�on Service 
monitoring at schools on 20 
educa�on service indicators

Monitoring Results reported 
through DevelopmentCheck App

Community Integrity Building 
(CIB) Approach envisioned for 

monitoring purpose

Reconstruc�on Monitoring of 
schools (schools under 

reconstruc�on during project period)

• Integrity Wall Magazines
• Integrity Club exchange visits
• Integrity Students of the Year Award
• Integrity Board Game
• Integrity news on assembly
• Use of integrity s�ck
• Drama/Poem/Oratory/ Art Compe��on
• Learning facilita�on by IC members
• Sanita�on Campaign
• Junk Food free campaign
• Disability iden�fica�on campaign
• Na�onal/Interna�onal Days/issue based  
 awareness programs 
• Eye Camps
• Integrity clubs audit
• School Integrity day
• Exhibi�on/ Integrity Fest
• GESI ac�vi�es

COVID-19 response ac�vi�es
• Mask making prepara�on
• Hand Wash Awareness Programs
• COVID-19 awareness programs
• Mask and sani�zer distribu�on

Lives 
Improve

Communi�es 
Engagement

Students 
become

 monitors

Monitors 
Act

Problems 
are fixed

Spread the 
World

SHINE Ini�a�ve Model
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Fig: GIS Map of SHINE working areas

SHINE is being implemented at three districts: 
Sindhupalchowk, Kathmandu and Lalitpur. 
Following the tipping point strategy, Sindhupalchowk 
district- where 90% of schools’ services have been 
disrupted through damage during an earthquake 
has been focused to implement SHINE project. 
However, with the difficulty to reach 100% of 
secondary schools at Sindhupalchowk, SHINE has 
been implemented at few schools of Kathmandu 
and Lalitpur district.

At Sindhupalchowk district, depending on the 
availability of secondary schools, with an aim to 
reach rural part of the district, possibility to reach 
the schools via school mapping, the areas were 
selected. The areas are Melamchi Municipality (M), 
Helambu Rural Municipality (RM), Indrawati RM, 
Chautara, Paanchpokhari RM and Bahrabise.

Fig: School mapping to select the project areas
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1.4 Approach envisioned in SHINE

Community Integrity Building (CIB) Approach developed by Integrity Action has been envisioned 
throughout the project. In order to build a culture of integrity, with a first step, communities and power 
holders learnt of our approach and modality of the project through sharing and orientation programs. 
With establishment of integrity clubs in schools, integrity club members via members’ selection 
criteria considering GESI (Gender Equality and Social Inclusion) were selected. The selected 
members who act as the student monitors were trained in monitoring services and infrastructure 
projects. The findings are shared to solve the problems. The student monitors in coordination with 
focal teachers, they monitor the education services and schools projects, identify the problems and 
upload the monitoring results on two transparent tools – score board that indicates the improvement 
of 20 education services through three indicating colors (Green-Good, Yellow-Satisfactory and 
Red-Bad) and Developmentcheck tool (mobile app used for monitoring and reporting the projects 
that are posted online in real time). When the problems are identified, the student monitors, 
community members, contractors, service providers come together in one space, agree solutions to 
problems and implement them. The activities and solutions to the problem identified are shared by 
the stakeholders through social media channels (especially facebook) and share at the community.

In SHINE project, this approach has proven a practical application of understanding integrity to solve 
problems, improve service delivery, government responsiveness and trust between duty bearers 
(government and school) and rights holders (students and teachers). This collaborative method 
has helped to work together on improving the provision and performance of education service 
delivery. The approach holds three key ingredients for a success– i) a collaborative approach 
between students, school and public officials; ii) an objective evidence base that created leverage 
and demonstrated competence for improved service delivery; iii) a solution orientation- a focus on 
achieving fixes on problems identified by the students during monitoring. 

CIB Approach

Spread the Word
When Communities are 

engaged and problems are 
fixed this approach can be 

shared with new communities 
and more monitors are found.

Communities Engage
Communities and power 

holders learn of our approach 
and recognize the benefits of 
acting with and demanding 

integrity.

Citizen Become Monitors
Communities select community 

members to act as monitors. 
They are trained in monitoring 

services and infrastructure 
projects and finding shared 

solutions to problems.

Problems are fixed
Monitors, community members, 

contractor, service providers 
and other stakeholders come 
together in one space, agree 

solutions to problems and 
implement them.

Monitors Act
Monitors visit services 
and projects and use 

Development check to upload 
their findings. Any problems 

they identify are posted 
online in real time.

LIVES 
IMPROVE
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1.5 A synopsis of Major Achievements 

A. Improved education services and schools reconstruction through 
students led monitoring

In a 3.5 year, the 2500+ members of 106 integrity clubs have been monitoring education services 
and reconstruction of schools infrastructure resulting improved service delivery. Within an integrity 
club, for equal and meaningful participation of all members, the club has been categorized to 5 
sub groups – ECO group, WASH group, Education service monitoring group, School infrastructure 
monitoring group and Advocacy group. These all groups coordinate each other to monitor 20 
education service indicators and infrastructure. All the members along with non IC members too 
have been coordinating to bring the positive outcomes of the schools’ service delivery. 

Eco group has led the club in indentifying the key environment issues within school and their 
connected problems that inhibit the service to the fullest and then generate the ideas to solve them. 
Eco group generally focuses on waste management applying 3R (Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle), 
making the school greenery.

Fig: Eco group of Integrity Club transforming the barren ground of school into a flower garden

Coordination for waste management
Proper management of the waste 
is one of the serious problems 
in the public schools of Nepal. 
Most schools located in the rural 
part of Nepal have a problem in 
managing the waste. Most of the 
schools lack disposal sites and 
dustbins in the school premises. 

Chandeshwori School located in 
the Sindhupalchowk district faced 
a similar problem. The school 
lacks the disposal sites and 
dustbins in the school premises. 
With the growing challenges 
of the waste management, the 
integrity club of the Chandeshwori 
School raised this issue in their 

regular meeting. They talked with 
their focal teacher, focal person 
and school administration about 
the problem. With the support 
from the focal teacher and school 
administration the integrity 
club conducted the cleanliness 
program with the motto to 
aware all the students about the 
importance of cleanliness. The 
integrity club engaged all the 
students in cleaning the premises 
of the school. 

Furthermore, the integrity club 
coordinating with the school 
administration enforced a rule of 
cleaning the school compound 

and the class before the prayer 
of the morning and providing 
dustbins in each and every 
classroom. They also coordinated 
with the school administration in 
arranging the disposal sites and 
arrangements of the dustbins in 
each and every class to make 
them clean properly. Nowadays, 
students are happy when they 
enter the classroom and everyone 
uses the dustbins to manage the 
wastes. 

“Clean classrooms encourage us 
to pay our attention.” 
Kabita Poudel 
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WASH (Water, sanitation and hygiene) group focused on the development of life skills, mobilization 
and involvement of parents, communities, government and institutions to improve hygiene, water 
and sanitation. These groups lead to participate in the World sanitation day every year. This group 
focused on the issues of drinking water/ water for toilets, fulfilling medical services (first aid, sanitary 
pads), classroom cleanliness, and situation of school canteens and so on. 

  

Fig: The toilet of the school that 
used to be a dustbin and store was 
transformed into the proper toilet 
in a usable condition- led by WASH 
group of Integrity club

Jaya Bageshwari School, located at 
Helambu Rural Municipality is co-
education school where an integrity 
club (IC) of 23 members has been 
established. Those members are 
involved in monitoring the school 
education services. During service 
monitoring on 19th May 2019, IC 
members noticed that the sanitary 
condition of school and especially 
the condition of the toilet was 
extremely poor. Although the 
school has students with physical 
disabilities but there was one toilet 
for all. The condition of the toilet was 
getting worse day by day. The major 
cause for this was the shortage of 
water facility and the negligence 
of the School Management 
Committee. The shortage of water 
led the students to use papers. As 
there was no water to flush, and the 
waste could not pass through the 
pipe. The students started to urinate 
and excrete feces outside the pan. 
Even some of the students started to 
urinate and excrete in nearby land.

Due to this, absenteeism rate of 
mostly girls’ students became 
high, health problems started 
and bad smell reached the 
classrooms making an unhealthy 
school environment. Some of the 
community people complained 

but no action was taken. During 
the integrity club meeting on 19th 
June 2019, integrity club members 
discussed on “Proper Management 
of school toilet”. With support of 
the focal teacher and integrity club 
members, they wrote a letter and 
submitted it to the Principal. The 
Principal did not respond, and 
nothing was done even after a 
month. So, the IC requested all other 
students to inform their guardians 
about the condition. Some of the 
guardians suggested conducting a 
joint meeting between guardians, 
School Management Committee 
and integrity clubs because schools 
would not listen to a few guardians. 
Then, IC members organized a joint 
meeting on 5th July 2019. At the 
meeting, the IC members shared 
about the school's problem among 
all participants. The guardians also 
suggested the SMC to prioritize the 
problem. From the meeting, it was 
agreed that SMC would see the 
possibilities to bring enough water 
for toilet use, manage it and build one 
more toilet to make it gender friendly. 
Again,no action taken by SMC in 
a month after the meeting. Then, 
integrity club members decided to 
visit the Community Reconciliation 
Centre. On 5th September 2019, 
the team of IC leaders and focal 

teachers organized a meeting with 
representatives from the Community 
Reconciliation Centre and Ward. 
In the meeting, it was decided to 
manage the water from a source, 20 
km far from school to solve the water 
shortage at school. NPR 50,000 
(in words, fifty thousand only) was 
allocated through Municipality to 
build toilets and the community was 
urged for cash and kind contributions. 
Then, the work went smoothly within 
a month. They were able to collect 
NPR 50,000 (in words, fifty thousand 
only)from community (guardians, 
Ward, SMC) and with altogether 
NPR 100,000 (in words, one lakh 
only) the construction of toilet was 
started from 19th September 2019. 
Three representatives (President, 
Social Mobilizer and Secretary) 
from ward office, Accountant and 
Municipal officer from Helambu 
Rural Municipality, 3 people with 
disabilities and 2 office assistants 
from Community Reconciliation 
Centre) were presented when the 
construction was initiated. The water 
was also managed for the toilet 
use. Now the school has gender 
and disability friendly toilets with 
enough water. All the students work 
to maintain the school environment 
clean.
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Reconstruction monitoring group led the students to monitor the quality of the construction 
materials used to build the schools. 

   

Fig: Integrity club members monitoring the quality of construction materials and uploading the information through 
Developmentcheck

     

Fig: Improved construction work of school after the monitoring (The materials used on the stairs were of not good quality so 
reconstruction monitoring group in coordination with advocacy group made the contractors to make it with good quality)

Fig: The lock of girls’ toilet was not repaired by school since 6 months, Reconstruction monitoring group of integrity club 
led to repair the lock 
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Education service monitoring group led the students on monitoring the education services 
to ensure that the services provided are not misused by anyone. This group generally took the 
responsibility to look onto teachers/students attendance, discipline, and scholarship distribution 
provision, SMC and parents visit to their school, science lab, computer lab, and library and internet 
facilities. 

Fig: Education monitoring group of Integrity clubs coordinates with all integrity club members to make the 
situation of education services transparent through a tool - scoreboard

Advocacy group strategically managed and shared knowledge among all the stakeholders to 
change or influence practices for positive impact on all. Moreover, the group focused on problem 
solving methods. Majority of students with disabilities are in the advocacy group.

Fig: Advocacy group of Integrity club lobbying with Nepal Netra Jyoti Sangh, a National Society for Comprehensive Eye 
Care and a leading eye care NGO which resulted to have yearly eye camp at their school
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B. Trust Building:

B.1 Request letter sent by Municipals of other districts for establishing integrity clubs: It is 
a trust gained by SHINE initiative, that we have been receiving the letters from Municipalities/Rural 
Municipalities and even from the schools of other districts to establish integrity clubs in their area. 
The principle of tipping point strategy is working. The IC members have been widely sharing their 
results through social media. Passed out IC members have reached to their districts/colleges where 
they are currently studying and sharing about the integrity clubs modality.  

Some of the IC members during the COVID-19 have gone to their home district. There, with their 
guardians support, they have been disseminating about integrity clubs and monitoring activities in 
the community schools and head teachers while meeting them. Even some of them have facilitated 
about integrity in schools and some group of communities utilizing their holiday time.

Fig: Letters sent by RM/Municipalities and schools

B.2 Commitment of Bhotechaur Ward Chair to provide funds for integrity club: Ward Chair of 
Bhotechaur committed to provide or allocate the fund for Integrity club of Jaalapa Secondary School 
in the month of April 2019. In that ward, there is only one secondary level school and two primary 
level schools. So, he expressed his interest to form an integrity club at those two primary level 
schools too. Our criteria were for secondary level but he requested to develop training packages 
for primary level too to their understanding level. In August 2019, he announced that he will provide 
the fund for stationary and food/refreshment that will be spent during training. And he is happy to be 
followed up or supervised by the IC of Jaalapa Secondary school and sometimes follow-up by our 
focal person. Now, in all of three schools have ICs and IC members of Jaapala are taking lead to 
continue the clubs.
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B.3 Melamchi Municipality provided NPR 30000 to lead the training to Municipal level club of 
3 schools: Melamchi Municipality is positive and supportive to integrity clubs. They are impressed 
to see the results and measurable impact in education service delivery at the schools. So, the 
Municipality provided an opportunity to our organization to organize the training for the Government 
established Municipal level club. They prioritized the content integrity, disability sensitization and 
child rights. The amount for the training NPR 30000 was provided by Municipality and facilitation 
was done by our organizations’ focal person. It clearly shows the trust of the government towards 
integrity club activities.

Indrawati Rural Municipality to develop “Indrawati Rural Municipality Education 
Transparency App” taking reference from DevelopmentCheck App: 

Badri Bahadur Tamang 
Education officer, Indrawati Rural 
Municipality

"I am very much impressed by the 
DevelopmentCheck App. It’s a transparent 
tool to show effectiveness of the 
infrastructure projects and education 
service projects. But, due to the project 
limitation it might not include overall 
schools (primary schools, all community 
and secondary schools and Higher 
Secondary – Bachelor, Master level). So, 
from the concept of Developmentcheck 
and the monitoring activities Integrity 
clubs are doing, I came up with the concept 
to develop “Indrawati Rural Municipality 
Education Transparency App”. My idea 
is to capture all the education service 
indicators listed in the score board of 
Integrity club to app without leaving even a 
single school whether its primary or higher 
secondary." 

According to him, in the fiscal year 2017/18, 
under HSEB program, the schools of Indrawati 
Rural Municipality received altogether NPR 
3900000 reaching around NPR 600000 to each 
school. HSEB program provides the amount for 
ICT labs, science labs, and separate latrines 
for girls and boys. But, during monitoring from 
their side they found that schools have spent 

a whole amount in purchasing computers at 
some schools. There was no transparency in 
their work. After knowing about this incidence, 
he took some of the representatives of the 
school to 4 schools where they have properly 
managed the ICT labs, science labs in a given 
amount providing the service to the fullest. 
He personally felt that the budget that has 
been provided has been misused or not in an 
effective way. If this becomes regular then, 
the goal of quality education at Indrawati 
Rural Municipality will only be as a dream. 
And he started to consult with a focal person 
about the app and some time he visited the 
integrity clubs to get their feedback on how the 
monitoring and use of this app is improving the 
school services. Then he thought of creating 
something that would support having quality 
education at Indrawati Rural Municipality to 
ensure the budget provided to them is used in 
an effective way and the students get the best 
service at all schools of the Municipal.
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C. Enhanced Leadership capacity

• Increased Participation of Students with disabilities (SwDs) in IC
At early phase of the project, there was less number of SwDs in leadership position and also the 
teachers were not willing to engage SwDs in club. As a part of project, integrity club has to be 
inclusive, IC was formed including SwDs. However, they were as member and also given the lead 
positions, they were not active as compared to the leaders of students without disabilities. Majority 
of leader SwDs expressed that they feel hesitated to put forward their ideas because we think 
any activity that is feasible for us but the activities we approached might not be interesting for 
the students without disabilities because they could perform well than SwDs. During 2018, it was 
more focused to boost up SwDs capacity. As a result, now almost all the students with disabilities 
express that they are now confident to be in leadership position and take part in decision making 
processes. SwDs are consulted by focal person closely – firstly knowing whether they are in the 
position because of their interest or in pressure of teachers for mandatory, identifying the reasons 
behind not being forward despite being on leadership position, comforting them to let their feelings, 
trying to know what activities could they do and are comfortable to do. After regular consultation 
with SwDs, they have been changed positively and as a result, now, number of SwDs in leadership 
position has been increased.

• Approaching NGOs/CBOs to conduct programs for solving the problems 
raised during service monitoring: 

Eco friendly sanitary pad training: During monitoring, the members found that the absenteeism 
rate of girls’ students is high. The reason was because of unavailability of sanitary pads they feel 
unsafe to be in classroom during their menstrual period days as they have to travel hours to reach 
school. Most of them could not afford expensive sanitary pads so they used to skip their regular 
class. As a remedy, school started to provide sanitary pads but after knowing about the sanitary 
pads containing dioxin chemicals and are environmental pollutants, they started to seek for the 
alternative. IC of Melamchi approached CDECF, organization working at Melamchi and received the 

 

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
no. of girls leaders with disabilities 2 15 27 32
no. of boys leaders with disabilities 5 19 28 29
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training. Similarly, IC of Namuna School after knowing what ICs of Sindhupalchowk schools have 
done, they started to search for the organization that provides such training. Through Facebook 
they got in contact with “Reusable cloth pad” and after consultation they were provided the training 
voluntarily. 

• Student led innovation corner
Grading system for the attendance of the teachers: Through the tick marks, the IC members 
have started to track the level of teachers’ attendance. For the teachers who come in time before/at 
the school time they would provide A grade, the teachers who doesn’t come on time they will rank 
them with B Grade and C Grade which has brought the positive change among the teachers to be 
regular in the school.

School Self Cleaning Campaign: During school monitoring, it was found that the majority of the 
schools has the problem with sanitation and cleanliness. However, cleaning the school by the 
students themselves is not a part of our goal but according to the IC members, this could change 
the student’s behavior from being unresponsive to do good work to become responsible person 
for good cause. So, with the budget provided for meeting, with the saving amount they bought the 
dustbins and brooms. In leadership of Integrity club, all the school classes started to clean their room 
by themselves before the school assembly. During local level dialogue, the students expressed 
that “we as an Integrity club member, while coordinating with the school colleagues, we felt that 
responsibilities has been increased which has motivated us to do the good work-to make our school 
clean. We normally find the solid waste scattered around school, though the caretaker pick up and 
manage but we often see some students throwing the chocolate wrappers, small pencils which is 
of no use to write, papers though the teachers says not to throw on the ground and to put on the 
dustbins. Now, we initiated the weekly cleaning program in which we separate wet and dry waste. We 
use to make some handicrafts with dry waste-plastics; newspapers and our caretaker decompose 
the wet waste which becomes manure that will be used for the plants growth. Seeing this activity, 
other students have come forward to cooperate in our work. They have now feeling that integrity club 
is not the only one that bears the responsibility to clean our school - it’s our responsibility too. This 
has motivated us more. – A student from Terse Secondary School

       

Suggestion/Feedback/Problem entry box: The schools with IC have placed the box given a name 
as Suggestion/ Feedback/ Problem entry box/ complain box. Entire teachers and students write the 
problem they find within the school not necessary to write their name and keep inside the box. The 
box is opened every week on Friday. If they find the problems, they gather all and then in the monthly 
meeting, they discuss on those problems and find the solution method and communicate with the 
Principal about their solution method. 
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Fig: IC members disclosing the issues entered inside the box

Banner/Flex with the Name of integrity 
club members and their position

Some schools have printed the name of integrity 
members with their positions in banner and hanged 
in front of the schools office room. According to 
the teachers, after the students were provided 
the positions and given the responsibilities, 
they have a realization on their role to promote 
integrity within the school and motivate other 
students. Inactive students also have been seen 
active to action oriented activities.

Similarly, the students expressed that when other 
friends notice our name and come to us saying 
that you are Secretary of the integrity club-what is 
your role in the club. How we could join this club? 
When the students come and ask to them with an 
interest, the integrity club members have a feeling 
that they are as a leader and should showcase 
good works. The integrity members themselves 
have been motivated to be responsible to their 
works.

There was a complaint for a math teacher. He was a bit abusive, use hard words, gives corporal 
punishment, students doesn't find him easy to work, gets negative vibes. So they complained 
that issue many times. Later that teacher knew that the complaint was for him. So, along with 
him other teachers also wanted the box to open in front of every teacher and become more 
transparent. Even though the complaint was registered, IC students didn't mention his name, 
but somehow that particular teacher knew that the complaint was for him. He tried to defend him 
in the meeting and didn't encouraged IC students to use complain box, but the Focal teacher 
shared that this concept is very good and it should continue and students has right to share their 
discomfort and suggestions to school management. This decision was accepted from SMC, now 
according to students his behavior has somehow changed and become a bit liberal than earlier. 
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Integrity message Festival program: Before establishment of integrity clubs at schools, they used 
to conduct dance fun program to mark the arrival of main festival of Nepal- Dashain and Tihar. 
But integrity clubs has started to conduct the interaction/sharing program in addition to fun dance 
program.  Now, to overcome this practice, integrity club has organized program called “Sanskriti, 
Bikriti ra Integrity” in Nepali which means “Culture, ill practice and Integrity”. The objective is to 
control alcoholism, gambling, proper utilization of money, etc. They shared that everybody should 
enjoy and enjoying should be responsibly.

Students attendance card: In Aiselukharka 
Secondary school, there was a problem of drop 
out of the students in break time and presence 
of less no. of students. Integrity club members 
organized meeting with school Principal and 
came up to an idea of placing ID box at office. The 
rule has been set to use the box. All students will 
have to keep their ID cards in the box according 
to their Grade indicated in the box in the first 
hour. This will be done by class teacher of all 
school. The entire ID box will be placed inside 
the schools office. And after the class hour at 4 
pm, all the students will be provided their Id by 
class teacher. The student whose ID is in the box 
but he/she is not present till 4 pm, then he/she would not get ID for one week and give explanation 
to the school and students in an assembly for he skipped the class and ran away from class. The 
school management committee is happy with the result that now the students have started to come 
regularly without missing any of their class.

Disability Identification Campaign: After some schools received training on the disability 
sensitization and disability identification techniques, the integrity club started to conduct the disability 
identification campaign. Before this campaign was started, the integrity club members who got 
opportunity to receive the training on disability, in coordination with focal person started sharing their 
experience and importance of having students with disabilities among integrity club during exchange 
visits and also in the programs conducted by the Municipals. With this the schools initiated disability 
identification campaign. In this campaign the students when sees the children with disabilities he/
she informs to other integrity club members and when there is time the members consult with the 
children with disabilities, try to know their problem, if they are not going to school then ask for 
a reason for not attending schools, and even talk with parents. But the members do as a group 
activity. One problem is the children with disabilities whom they have met are far so it’s difficult for all 
members to visit and consult. One major outcome with this campaign is the IC members have now 
given more importance to the colleagues with disabilities; they have been more concern about their 
needs and prioritize their needs.

Contribution of IC meeting cost for purchasing health kits: After the schools were reopened in July 
2020, on approval of Integrity Action, we agreed to the request from the schools to use the remaining 
amount of IC meeting for purchasing health kits to smoothly run the classes with safety measures. 

IC involved in making mask and sanitizer: On the month of May 2020, Melamchi Municipality 
provided the training to prepare the mask and hand sanitizer. Focal person of Melamchi and IC 
members of Indreshwari, Janajagriti, Bhumesthan, Pragati and Chilaaune Secondary school also 
received the training. After preparation of mask and hand sanitizers, IC along with other volunteers 
distributed them to every ward of the Municipality. Further, they also volunteered in distributing relief 
packages provided by Municipality.

Fig: Students Attendance Card
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Friend for education campaign: The IC members of Janata Secondary School in the support of 
the previous IC members who are now studying in grade 11 and 12 at same school launched the 
Friends for education campaign. This campaign was focused on exchanging education materials 
and ideas with juniors and helping them to learn by supporting community and home learning 
platforms using safety measures to stop the spread of the COVID-19 such as using mask, sanitizers 
and gloves.

Students confident to fix the problems identified

In one of the school with integrity clubs, 90% 
of the students living with disabilities stay 
in hostel. They were having problem with 
hostel wardens’ harsh language to them and 
frequently ordering her part of work to do by 
the students with disabilities who have been 
staying in hostel. The students with disabilities 
were able to solve the problem.

Rupa, a girl with visual impairment shares 
that “After involvement in integrity club, 
colleagues have been much supportive and 
I too have developed confidence to speak. 
My hostel warden used to give lots of work 
during our study time after school when we 
are in hostel and if we won’t do then she used 
to scold us using undignified language. We 
shared this problem one night and we took 
this problem to Principal and SMC. After 
knowing, SMC took an immediate action by 
warning her not do repeat such behavior. 
After that, warden has been alert so she 
hasn’t misbehaved with us.”

In the same school, there was a problem of 
dropout of the female students during their 
menstrual period and especially for the students 
with visual disabilities. One - they don’t have 
enough money to buy sanitary pads and other- 
though they use clothes as pad, they have 
problem with leakage. So, for this they tried to 
use the budget of IC. But as our approach is 
not to provide money to get the service instead 
approach concerned authorities to provide the 
service, they were not allowed to use IC budget 
for that purpose. Instead we were looking for 
some NGOs who provide such sanitary pads. 
So, students wrote application to allocate the 
budget for sanitary pads too. SMC informed 
there is no such budget but IC is doing really 
good works so SMC will contribute for this 
purpose. So, now SMC has been providing 
free sanitary pads to girl students. One female 
teacher is provided responsibility to provide 
sanitary pads in need to the students. 

A girl confused about the teachers touch 
A 13-years-old student studying at one of the 
schools in Sindhupalchowk was being harassed 
by her teacher for 2 years. The teacher used to 
pull her shirt and cheeks most often. She was 
not comfortable with her teachers’ behaviour. 
Afterwards, the teacher started to hug her 
frequently. Despite these, she didn’t complain 
because the teacher resides nearby her house 
and she thought that her parents might not 
believe her. She even did not share that with 
her best friends.
In February 2020, one of the IC members saw 
the teacher pulling the girl’s shirt when she 
came out of the toilet. Then the IC member 
asked the girl and she shared everything. With 
her approval, IC member shared this issue with 
a focal person. She tried to express a lot about 
the incident but she could not share it properly. 

After hearing from her, the Focal person 
shared the issue with an IC club member and 
the other IC member too faced similar kind of 
situation. Then the Focal person personally 
consulted the teacher and informed that the IC 
members saw him pulling the shirt and cheeks 
of the girl. The teacher said that it was his way 
of caring and it's normal. He asked not to take 
it negatively.  Later, the issue was shared with 
the SMC but they didn’t take any action. After 
some time, few students shared this issue to 
their parents and the parents came to school.  
Then SMC consulted the teacher not to do such 
activity. The SMC said that if any student is not 
comfortable with such activity then the teachers 
should not do it. The SMC warned the teacher 
of firing if such activity would be repeated. As 
a result, he did not do such activities and this 
issue was solved.
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1.6  Major Challenges faced during project implementation and its mitigating 
measures

At the beginning, the members feel that IC 
leaders are only responsible to report the 
monitoring result. So, members were passive 
at few schools during monitoring activities. 

Few of the temporarily appointed teachers, 
who were also the committed/ active focal 
teacher for integrity club got transferred to 
other schools after getting permanent teachers 
license. Time and again changing the focal 
teacher was difficult to mobilize the club. 

In 30% schools, the focal teachers were 
found reluctant to mobilize the integrity club 
without allowances as they are using their 
extra time and effort to mobilize the club. 
Students started to express that they are not 
being able to conduct any activities through 
their club and focal teachers don’t provide 
budget on time
In some schools, the relation of the focal 
teacher and Principal was not good, so 
during the time of monitoring, integrity club 
members found the school management 
committee unsupportive which delayed in 
reporting the monitoring results.
A case of one school: Sometime, the Principal 
don’t sign the paper of the monitoring results 
and until they get the paper signed, they 
could not enter in the score board.
Majority of teachers/students don’t use smart 
phones and are not in access to internet so 
they rarely used development check tool for 
reporting. This led lack of monitoring results 
in the develoment check – the monitoring 
and reporting tool.
COVID-19 pandemic made difficult to 
implement the activities as we are totally 
focused at the schools. 

During COVID-19, at a time when schools 
were closed, without permission taken from 
the guardians started monitoring the projects 
nearby their houses. 

In rotation, every member was practiced to report 
the monitoring results in a weekly basis. 

50 % of the ICs are now students led club and 50% 
of the ICs are teacher led with the teachers who 
have committed to mobilize the club voluntarily.

Focal person consulted with both the integrity 
club members and Principal then the fact was, 
the amount received by focal teacher was not 
made transparent to the school management 
team so Principal did not sign. Then in presence 
of school management committee, integrity club 
and Principal, it was agreed by focal person to 
make the budget transparent and the problem 
was solved.

Focal person during meeting in presence of IC 
members, report the monitoring result through 
developmentcheck app.

Online learning programs were conducted with 
providing the communication costs. However, the 
participants lack the access to phone and internet 
so the program could connect the students and 
teachers with access to mobile phones and internet 
access. It’s encouraging for us to know that the 
students who don’t have devices reach to either 
relatives home or at school to attend the programs.

IC members were suggested not to conduct 
any monitoring works. However, the members 
convinced both the project team and guardians for 
monitoring during their free time considering the 
safety measures. Afterward, all the schools with IC 
were supported with health kits.

Challenges Mitigating Measures
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IC members were scolded by the contractor 
of one of the project in front of community 
members for informing the ward officers 
about the mismanagement in the project
Among 106 schools, three schools had 
objection on some of the indicators listed 
in the scoreboard. For instance: monitoring 
teachers teaching methodology and 
teachers relation with students. Their major 
question was how students could measure 
their teaching methodology when they are 
not the expert on this matter.
Expectation of guardians for the funding 
support especially for children with disabilities

Community members supported the IC members 
and appreciated their work for identifying the 
problems and took a stand for them. Then 
contractor accepted his mistake. 
The centre team visited all of these schools, met 
SMC members and clarified on the main purpose 
of scoreboard to place in front of all making status 
of all services provided by schools transparent. 
After their approval scoreboard was placed at the 
schools.

The objective was clearly explained to them and 
convinced on their children are being empowered 
to map the resource and approach to related 
authorities by themselves.
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GESI (Gender Equality and Social 
Inclusion) in SHINE

SHINE project has identified following types of excluded group in integrity club.
• Students with Disability
• Students with very low economic status (Students in integrity club – identified in consultation 

with focal teachers and school management team)
• Students on the basis of ethnicity (recorded in the schools’ annual report)
• Female Students
• Dalit students

In the whole project period, the identified groups under exclusion/ students who are at risk of 
exclusion are engaged following our GESI strategy. Starting from the formation of the club, members 
are selected following the GESI strategy prioritizing the students with disabilities and from excluded 
group of community on the basis of economic status, ethnicity and caste. 

During the training sessions, the club members including the students living with disability in the club 
were oriented on the importance of GESI. The team focused on Empathy and Cooperation while 
working together. Few activities have been conducted to increase leadership potential of members 
at risk of exclusion. 

• Providing the leadership positions in IC structure
• Division of roles and responsibilities as per their capacity ensuring no one is left behind 

while conducting the IC activities and everyone could boost up their leadership capacity as 
per their interest

• Speech at school assembly to remove the shyness to confront the mass and express 
themselves

• GESI related activities
We have been converting the voice info of the training courses so that it could be easily accessible to 
the students with visual impairment. We share it on facebook messenger. The voice info is prepared 
by Balabolka tool_English version. 

At a time of COVID, during lockdown time when majority of activities were conducted via online 
platform, to engage the students with visual impaired students, an invitation was sent in voice 
messages on their messengers and posted on SHINE facebook page so that they could easily access 
the information. For those who were not accessible to internet were informed to their guardians and 
focal teachers. To Integrity club has been a platform to act and demand for integrity for the students 
with disabilities too. We encourage them to speak up and take active participation in Integrity Club 
activities, but we have found these students with very low morale and they were very hesitant to 
even speak up and attend the IC meeting. Thus we have been encouraging them to take part in 
meetings and were given a particular responsibility in the club which they were entitled to. This 
responsibility made them interact with other IC members and boost their interaction, communication 
skill and leadership skills. 

During the project period, GESI Analysis was conducted with Harvard Analytical Framework with 
the tool: Who does what at the schools with integrity clubs. This tool was specifically focused on 
identifying different roles of men, women, and children in homes have. From the session we identified 
women have many chores in comparative to men in Nepalese context. Students of Integrity Club 

Part 2
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realized that their mother has work overload in comparative to their father. How their sisters have 
been helping their family. This tool has realized the Male students that they should help their family, 
especially his mother. They also realized that every activity should be shared in the homes and can 
support women to provide them equal opportunity to reach equality. 

 Fig: Students playing the GESI activities   Fig: Form filled by IC members as GESI activity

Integrity Club has also conducted drama in Dalit Community to raise awareness to build equality in 
the community. Treatment to Dalit should be normal and other’s intervention and discrimination will 
not boost morale at first and create opportunity in uplifting them. For wider reach it was posted in 
facebook.

Fig: Drama show on GESI (Focus on Dalit ethnicity)
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During the project period, with realization of students with disabilities remained backward in integrity 
club, we were supported with the project “boosting the participation of students with disabilities in 
integrity initiatives” through which “contextual research to understand to increase participation 
of students with disabilities in integrity initiative in Nepal” was conducted by a researcher. The 
researcher provided 13 major recommendations for boosting the participation of SwDs in integrity 
clubs. The recommendations are as follows: 
1. A proper session on Disability Sensitization should be included in the program and also as an 

activity of Integrity Clubs.
2. Using dignified terminologies while addressing persons with disabilities will boost their morale 

and help increase participation in the club and its activities.
3. Effective interpretation and review of publications such as Handbooks and Manuals
4. Resource Mapping/Connection with Organizations working for and with People with Disability
5. Increase in Advocacy, Lobby and Coordination
6. Access to information and Open Data
7. Encouragement and Engagement through exposure visits
8. Increase participation by different approaches
9. Accessibility Measures
10. Establishment of Clubs in Special School
11. Advocacy for Budget to sustain integrity club
12. Avoid confusions regarding structures of club
13. Activities Keeping Children with Disabilities in the Centre

We implemented the recommendations and feedback provided and resulted progress in the 
participation and leadership of the students with disabilities.

Most of the recommendations have been tried to implement which is illustrated below in chart. The 
data source has been obtained from a random survey and focal point/teachers viewpoint.
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Initiative for enrollment of children from marginalized community
The total number of students in the public schools of Nepal is very low as compared to the private schools. 
In the rural part of Nepal, the children from the marginalized community are not enrolled in the schools to 
receive the education. In the Paropakar school in Sindhupalchowkdistrict, the number of the students was 
quite low especially from the marginalized community like Majhi and Danuwar. In these communities, the 
parents are not much aware about the importance education and how it can bring changes in their lives. They 
force their children to fish and collect sands to raise the economy of the family. Considering this situation the 
integrity club members in coordination with focal teacher, focal person and principal of the school conduct a 
door to door campaign to aware them about the importance of the education in life and enrolled the students 
in the school. 

During this campaign the Integrity Club members requested their friends to come to school. As a result of 
the campaign the number of students from marginalized communities has increased. Nowadays children 
and parents are aware and interested in sending their children to school. The dropout rates of students from 
these communities have been decreasing and the rate of rejoining the school has been increasing. Almost 
90% of the students from these communities are studying in the school. 
 
“We are happy to come to school every day and learn” -  Kamal Majhi 

Disability do not hindrance to be part of Integrity Club

A 22-years-old boy studying in Grade 8 uses a wheelchair to move around and even could not move his 
hands to eat and write. He has problem with speaking, requires time to understand and needs support to 
write an exam paper but has a good concentration power and willingness to know more about integrity. He 
had a courage to come forward andget involved in the Integrity club and its activities. In a club formation 
meeting, when the teacher asked non-IC members to go out of the class, he denied to go outside even when 
teachers said that he could not be in the club as he could not perform any of the club activities. After that, he 
directly met the project team and expressed his interest to be a part of the integrity club. The team was happy 
to have him as IC member, but the focal teacher did not allow the project team to involve him. Despite this, 
he attended the training and was very interactive during every session. Now, he is one of the active members 
of the club. His enthusiasm made his teachers realize that his disability is not a barrier to get involved in 
the club. He gave 100% to be involved in the activities conducted by the club. Even he expresses that after 
completion of his schooling he would love to join an organization for such work in future.

Mithilesh Mahato, chair of Namuna Integrity club is 14 years old. He is with visual impairment and uses 
Braille for study. However, he could see shadow of object. So, with voice and shadow, he could identify a 
person. He studies at Grade 9 and one of the good students in class. His aim is to be a good political leader 
for he thinks that our country should be ruled by youth political leaders. So, he wants to become leader in IC 
too and practice good leadership. And he has proved a good leader in IC. Every IC members are happy with 
his activities and decisions. 

Eye camp was initiated at Namuna School by Nepal NetraJyoti Sangh (NNJS) in leadership of students with 
disabilities. After conduction of eye camp in their school, NNJs was supposed to provide spectacles but most 
of the students did not get spectacles on time. So, he directly consulted to the key person of NNJS and was 
able to bring spectacles sooner. Similarly, he as a chair directs IC members to conduct IC meetings and he 
has been supervising IC members in development check too.
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Feedbacks gained from SHINE stakeholders
and implementation of feedbacks

Government Officials Voice
We appreciate the integrity clubs’ effort for promoting 
the integrity in education. So, we request integrity clubs/ 
schools/ organization to update DEO, resource centre 
at least once in every six months to go hand on hand for 
better progress. 
Hirakaji Shrestha, 
Monitoring Evaluation Officer, 
DEO_Local level dialogue, Melamchi

I am very inspired by the activities of the Integrity Club. In 
my every visit, I would interact with the Integrity Clubs in 
different schools and suggest my fellow resource person to 
do the same. 
Khika Devi Nepal, 
Resource Person, 
Chautara_Local level dialogue program

I am overwhelmed to see the Integrity Clubs being 
established at rural part of the district. It is good to see the 
students tracking the teacher’s attendance, cleaning their 
own school, maintaining the score board for improved 
education service. I am always interested to attend all the 
program conducted by integrity clubs. 
Yog Bahadur Thapa, 
Ex-Resource person, Indrawati Municipality,
Melamchi_Local level dialogue program

During our monitoring at schoolwhere Integrity club has 
been mobilized, we have seen the good results in education 
and behavior of both students and teachers. These clubs are 
inclusive in compared to other clubs at school. Sometimes, 
the club members come up with good initiation which we 
have never thought of. So, I think that Integrity club should 
be formed at all schools, secondary orprimary. 
Bhim Karki, 
Ex- Resource person, 
Melamchi Municipality

When I became the Ward Chairperson of Dubachaur, I had 
heard a lot about integrity club but didn’t get chance to 
participate in any of the programs. Now I participate in any 
programs conducted by the students. The students had 
come to our office asking for necessary data. I am really 
happy to see those children with high spirit of doing better 
and creating change in society. 
Ward Chairperson, Melamchi 8

Guardians Voice 
Earlier when my child said that he needs 
to go to school to attend the training of 
integrity club,I used to scold him. I didn’t 
wish to send him for club activities during 
holiday because then I would get support 
in household chores. I used to think that 
he would go to school to skip household 
works. Now I have seen positive change 
my sons’ behaviour.  These days even after 
school, I don’t need to ask him to help me. 
He realizes that he should help me and 
never say no to what I ask for. Earlier, he 
used to keep his hair long but now he has 
been sincere and has his haircut. 
Shyaam Bahadur Tamang, 
Dubachaur

I came to know that my daughter was 
nominated as the Chairperson for Kundala 
Devi Integrity Club. On the meeting day, 
she enjoys sharing what she did and 
their future programs among the family 
members. We are really happy for our 
children and school that got opportunity 
to be in integrity building platform through 
integrity clubs. It has given good message 
to all the students, teachers, and guardians 
of the school. 
Netra Bahadur Dulal 
(Guardian of Sabina Dulal), ThuloSirubari

Before my sister’s involvement in integrity 
club, because of her disability she tried to 
skip school. She would say she was not well 
or refer different reasons. We all family 
members have realized that she has been 
changed. And we are really happy to see 
the positive change in her. She shares us 
about her monitoring work, participating  
in poem competition, cleaning  the 
surrounding of school, and her friends 
behaving well, etc. 
Bimal Giri, 
Mahendra School

Part 3

3.1 Feedbacks gained from SHINE stakeholders
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Teachers (Head teacher/focal teacher/Non-focal teachers) Voice

Being Principal of School for so many years, I didn’t 
realize to have clubs with students with disabilities. 
But integrity club made me realize the inclusion of 
SwDs in clubs. After the focus on inclusion of SwDs 
in club, other clubs like eco-club, child club has 
been attracted to activities of integrity club. We 
are happy to have this club in our school. 
Radha Krishna Shrestha
Headteacher
Indreshwari Secondary School

In my opinion, the School Report Card that the IC 
has been filling monthly is not so much relevant. 
Personally, I think that the information filled in by 
memberscould be offensive for some teachers. I 
am a responsible person to verify the filled Report 
Card, but I am not doing that. 
Principal, 
Chautara_Local level dialogue program

However, the other teachers showed their 
disagreement to his statement telling that School 
Report Card is a tool that helps school to receive 
feedbacks and dissatisfaction of students.

Program should be in local level to reduce the cost 
and become more effective. 
Shankar Gyanwali
Principal
Janata Secondary School, Melamchi_ToT training

Integrity club was formed in our school in 2016, 
during Integrity Education project. With my 
past experience, I could say that this program 
has created a platform to the students to share 
the problems they face in school without any 
hesitation. The teachers and SMC should also 
accept complaints from the club as this would 
help improve the school’s service ultimately.
Badri Prasad, 
Principal, Shree Daduwa Bhawani Shankar 
School, Chautara_ToT training

Discipline was the toughest part in our school 
but after mobilization of IC in our school. There 
has been a drastic change; students have started 
to come in school uniform, they have started to 
respect teachers, they have started to use their 
leisure time by monitoring instead of playing-
which is really appreciable. 
Principal of Balsudhaar Secondary school

Monitoring should be organized through the 
collaborative approach with engagement of 
ICs and SMC 
Krishna Prasad Dhungana
Principal of Terse Secondary School

Integrity clubs should initiate to conduct the 
motivational programs as the students are in 
trauma due to COVID-19
Indira Aryal
Focal teacher of Namuna Machchhindra School

Integrity is such a vast topic. In such topic, the 
organization has tried to engage the students. I 
would suggest, the organization to develop the 
measurable indicators to track the integrity of 
students and focus on sustainability after the 
project phase. 
Balchandra Sapkota
Journalist, Radio Melamchi_
Local level dialogue program

Journalist Voice

On behalf of Radio Sindhu, I really appreciate 
the activities conducted by integrity clubs. I 
am thinking of including the Integrity Clubs 
for our new radio program dealing with 
education issues. 
Journalist from Radio Sindhu, 
Chautara
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IC members/non-IC members (Students) Voice

Being one of the members of Integrity club, 
I feel motivated to do right things and raise 
my voice against wrong doers. The reward 
of doing the right thing by itself is motivating. 
Integrity club has influenced us to act with 
integrity and be disciplined. 
Sarita Bhattarai, 
student, Jalpadevi school, 
Melamchi_Local level dialogue 

I am a shy and bit hesitant person. My leg 
doesn’t work properly. I can’t walk and run as 
other friends do. I have to use my assisting 
device. When teachers shared about Integrity 
club, I thought  I could not participate. But I am 
happy that I could participate, taking record of 
teachers and students’ absenteeism and other 
sanitation result in score card and score board. 
Student with physical disability,
Indreshwari School.

The club members talk about ethical behavior 
in club but in class they don’t leave seat for us 
in the first row bench despite they know that it 
is hard for us to go the back end of the class. 
RupaTamang
Student with visual impairment
NamunaMachchhindra School

We get very less time for monitoring. So, it 
would be great if project team could talk with 
SMC to provide more time for monitoring 
purpose. We are interested in monitoring and 
we make sure that we won’t hamper the study. 
Ansanri, SwDs

I have seen behavioural change in my friends 
and I am really interested to be IC member.  
I have seen even non-IC members being 
involved in IC activities as volunteers. They 
could volunteer the club but they won’t get 
full authority as IC member. It would be good 
if even volunteer members are given some 
authority as IC members. 
Non-IC members, Melamchi

It’s really good to hear positive feedback 
from teachers and students for IC. We don’t 
have much time to get involved in monitoring, 
but we have learned about integrity building 
which we implement in our daily life.  
Non-IC members, Helambu

After mandatory provision of inclusion of 
students with disabilities in our club, we have 
been creating activities that are feasible for our 
friends with disabilities. They are so positive that 
they can consult with teachers with confidence 
when we discuss about problems with SMC. 
It would be good if project team could provide 
us some disability friendly games that could be 
conducted with fewer budgets. 
Apsara Giri, Student
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To promote remote learning, firstly, we need to 
find the possible way to promote the remote 
learning process via the virtual platform such 
as facebook messenger, zoom meeting, radio or 
television program, or group study with maximum 
of 10 students with the safety precautions of 
COVID-19. 
Shilpa Karn, 
News reporter

Centre Level Project Advisory Committee (CPAC) members voice

The positive image of the IC in project 
implemented areas has created accountability and 
transparency among the schools’ administrations 
and the School Management Committee. To 
sustain the integrity clubs in future, we need to 
develop a curriculum to teach each student about 
integrity throughout the nation. The approach of 
developing the curriculum is the most productive 
outcome of the SHINE project. The integrity clubs 
can also work towards enhancing the safety of 
girls in schools and in communities; working 
against the harassments, delivering self-defense, 
teaching the students about the good touch and 
bad touch. 
SabitriDhital

In coordination with the CAHURAST team, we 
have prepared a draft on Integrity curriculum 
for secondary schools in a short-period of time. I 
later felt that if could add the practical part as a 
project with formation of integrity club in schools 
then it would work the best. If that practical 
work would carry the marks for the examination, 
then it would be active automatically. If possible, 
we can convince the authorities to transform 
child clubs into integrity child club for greater 
value. If not, then we can lobby at least to make 
integrity club as one of the strong branches of 
child club or to go in parallel. A major concern is 
why CAHURAST or YI is limiting the project area 
for such great initiative. This concept should be 
taken as national campaign scaling up to higher 
level schools too.  
Dr. Tika Ram Pokhrel
Ex-professor of KUSOEd,
supported in preparing integrity curriculum

An agreement from Ministry of Education to include 
integrity section in secondary school curriculum is 
the major achievement for the team. I would like 
to extend my congratulations to CAHURAST and 
whole team for the success. We should further 
lobby to establish the concept of integrity as cross-
cutting issues. This initiative has brought the results 
with increase in higher attendance of teachers 
in school, improvement in both teachers and 
students’ attendance. That is a great achievement 
because in the government schools of Nepal that 
is one of the major problems. Such initiative will 
take time but will come up with concrete results 
with major positive changes in society. Further, IC 
should bring the successful cases and even cases of 
harassment in a form of document and SHINE book 
can be the best document to showcase such case 
stories. For sustainability, we should approach to 
education unit of every Municipal too.  
Tarak Bahadur KC

I have heard about some people talking on integrity and organization which initiated it. We teach integrity/ 
ethical behavior and students get knowledge from schools. Teachers should teach about integrity. I have 
heard about club and aware of club bringing some noticeable change in schools. 
Public_World sanitation day

Public /Community Voice 
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3.2 Implementation of feedback provided by SHINE     
 stakeholders (within the project timeline)

In our integrity club, there is a group 
of leaders. They are forward in clubs 
activities and we feel to have less 
authority in decision making. We also 
want to be leaders. 

IC member_Mahendra School

Integrity club concept and its activities 
are commendable. It’s good to develop 
existing child club as integrity clubs 
not only in secondary schools but 
also in primary schools. Ex-Resource 
persons from Helambu, Indrawati 
and Melamchi Municipalities, SHINE 
team, teachers, CPAC members

To ensure, no one is left behind and provide equal and 
equitable opportunities to all, integrity club has formed 
5 sub-divisions within the club. 
• Eco group: Lead to empower students and other key 

stakeholders of school to participate and take up 
meaningful environmental activities with integrity. 

• WASH Group:  Focus on the development of life 
skills; mobilization and involvement of parents, 
communities, governments and institutions to work 
together to improve hygiene, water and sanitation.

• Education Service monitoring group: Lead the 
students on monitoring the education services that 
school provides.

• Reconstruction monitoring group: Monitors the 
quality of the construction materials that are being 
used to build their school.

• Advocacy group: Strategically manage and share 
knowledge among all stakeholders to change or 
influence policies and practices for positive impact on 
all. This group will focus on problem solving method.

To transform an existing child clubs in integrity child 
club, the team is lobbying with the Municipals. For 
Kathmandu and Lalitpur area, the team is lobbying 
with Ministry of Education. The Education Chief of 
Paanchpokhari has committed to transform the clubs 
into integrity clubs. He has been one of the active 
advisors for the Municipal level advisory unit of 
Paanchpokhari Rural Municipality.

Implementation of feedbackFeedback provided by SHINE 
stakeholders

A lot has been done by ICs and 
CAHURAST but less publicity has been 
done. So, there is a need to disseminate 
the work to a wider audience. There 
is also a need to find out the ways to 
promote remote education system. 
The activities that IC members are 
conducting even in this pandemic are 
much more accessible. CAHURAST 
has developed the integrity curriculum 
which is an achievement for us too and 
CAHURAST itself. 

Sudhin Raj Budathoki
Education officer, Melamchi 
Municipality

From March 2021, CAHURAST in partnership with 
ACORAB broadcasted public service announcement 
(PSA) and four episodes of radio talk programin 
March. PSA included the message of the integrity, 
accountability and governance. Out of four episodes 
on radio program, the first episode highlighted the 
initiation of SHINE and objective,second episode 
highlighted the status of implementation of project with 
output indicator,third episode highlighted the activities 
and voices of SHINE stakeholders (prioritized students 
with disabilities) and the last episode highlighted the 
overall impact of SHINE in 3.5 years of project period.

It has been broadcasted through the CIN (Community 
Information Network) – the largest community radio 
satellite network operating in South Asia sharing 
through 365 community radios.
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To make the school and integrity 
club more inclusive and boost up 
the capacity of our children with 
disabilities, it would be good if project 
team in coordination with DPOs train 
and appoint teachers on dealing with 
disability at school.

Sabitri Giri 
Guardian of Ambika Giri,  
SwDs 2018/19

Under the SHINE project, all the integrity clubs 
established are inclusive. 40% of clubs are with 
students with disabilities. To boost up the capacity 
of students with disabilities, under the Pro-Victims 
fund with support from Integrity Action, CAHURAST 
implemented a project “Boosting the participation 
of young people living with disabilities in integrity 
initiatives in Nepal”. This project supported 10 schools 
with integrity clubs on building network with Disabled 
People Organizations (DPO)s, facilitated the focal 
teachers, teachers who work in disability section and 
IC members with training and building the capacity 
for active participation within the club, schools and 
community.

Implementation of feedbackFeedback provided by SHINE 
stakeholders

A frequent monitoring and evaluation 
visit by the central team (with target to 
reach almost all schools) is must. 

Padam Karki, IC member

The Centre team is in regular visit at the schools of 
Kathmandu and Lalitpur. However, during the visit 
after post COVID-19, the team has reached 80% 
of the schools prioritizing the schools with issues in 
implementation of clubs, the schools which are model 
in implementing the clubs and the schools that were 
never visited in two years of working time.
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SHINE project, better to say campaign has 
inspired us and the stakeholders involved in this 
campaign.so we have made strategy to scale 
up it with wider disseminations and developing 
advocacy plan. Students are the future citizens, 
they are the backbone of the nation and if they 
become an honest citizen then the society will 
be transformed in a civilized society. So there is 
a dire need of scaling up this program in other 
districts and provinces.

Scale up strategy is developed through training, 
technical assistance, policy dialogue, creating 
website, Facebook, publications, toolkits and 
documentary. The vision of the program is 
formulated, initiated and piloted successfully.

CAHURAST, Nepal has its units thorough out the 
country to implement the program and we have 
developed trainers to train the new monitors. 

Resource management and mobilization is a 
challenge for us. we are continuously trying to 
get access to the funds both in national and 
international level. At the same time, we are 
advocating incorporating this campaign in the 
inbuilt system of the government.However, 
there is a dire need of financial support from 
donors who are working to social transformation 
of Nepalese society to carry on this project/
campaign for some years. 

Our advocacy with the government is all level of 
governments in Nepal if they are committed for 
good governance and want to see honesty and 
integrity at all corners of the society must help 
to scale up this campaign. It is clear that scaling 
up is not a linear process. Monitoring, evaluation 
and feedback loops are important for learning 
and adaptation. Our learning says to scale up 
this program our approach - Community Integrity 
Building approach (CIB) and tipping point 
strategy is applicable in our context.

Sustainability strategy of formed integrity clubs 
is done both by structure and co-creation. Firstly, 
we are advocating with government mainly with 
ministry of education and educational unit at the 
local level to embed the integrity club model in 

the education policy. Secondly, we are lobbying 
for changing curriculum. Currently, the Ministry 
of Education has developed the new curriculum 
for the secondary level students. This is still 
being reviewed. An advocacy unit at central 
and municipal level is formed for continuously 
advocating and lobbying to incorporate the 
integrity course in the curriculum.

A community level mechanism is envisioned 
to establish in collaboration with members 
of ex integrity clubs’ members, teachers and 
community social workers to continuously watch 
development works quality in their community. 
It is because co-creation strategy with different 
stakeholders is necessary. we believe that co-
creation enables shaping of projects sustainable 
development benefits with stake holders.Co-
creation is to work together to produce amutually 
valuable outcome. In a nutshell this mechanism 
is focused on benefit creation for a broad group 
of stakeholders. In another word we can say this 
is human sustainability which aims to maintain 
and improve human capital in the society.

Registration of integrity clubs in local wards and 
municipality is another strategy to sustain the 
activities of integrity. Registered clubs will have 
access to local funds for carrying out integrity 
campaign.

An Exit Strategy: 106 school management 
committees will pledge to continue the integrity 
activities through clubs even the project phase 
out. Those pledged copies will be provided 
to the Education Unit of the Municipals of 
Sindhupalchowk district (pilot district). The pre-
approval letter from Municipals will be provided 
to the Ministry of Education. Lobbying will be 
done at the Ministry of Education to transform 
child clubs as integrity child clubs. Even with 
the addition of the word integrity reveals that 
the club teaches and promotes integrity building 
activities. We will make an effort to receive the 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) from the 
Ministry of Education to support the districts to 
establish integrity child clubs as mandatory. 

Scalability and sustainabilityPart 4
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CAHURAST is one of the 
leading human rights NGO 
established on 29th Kartik, 
2063 with the motto to work 
for human rights and to 
protect all the rights with the 
special focus on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights. It 
has consultative status with 
the Economic and Social 
Council of the United Nations 
(ECOSOC).

CAHURAST’s priority areas

Priority Area I: 
Democracy, Human rights and Peace
Goal:  To contribute in promoting ESC rights, 
mitigating ethnic and social conflicts and 
promoting peace in Nepal

Priority Area II: Research, Advocacy and 
Knowledge Management
Goal:  To provide resources and knowledge on 
the issues of ESC rights and influence policy 
for promoting ESC rights of marginalized 
groups 

Priority Area III: Governance and 
Accountability
Goal: To contribute to make local government 
and local unites of Government Service 
Providers more accountable towards the poor 
and excluded groups of Community

Priority Area IV: Sustainable Livelihoods
Goal: Economically poor and socially 
discriminated people adopt sustainable and 
diversified livelihoods.

Priority Area V: Organizational 
Development
Goal: Well equipped and capable organization 
having system and structure according to the 
changed context of Nepal

About CAHURAST

In 2018/19, our work was guided by our 
strategic plan for 2017-2021

Vision: A holistically transformed Nepali society 
where people live in peace and harmony with 
each other and enjoying human rights and 
peace

Mission
• Facilitating empowerment process of 

the poor and marginalized communities 
for empowering themselves through 
education, empowerment and engagement 
in development mainstream with a special 
focus to the, social, cultural and economic 
transformation of the individuals

• Advocacy for ensuring equal access for all 
men and women, particularly those most 
in need, to basic services, the right to own 
land and property, productive resources and 
financial services, including microfinance

• Engage for social and economic inclusion 
of all irrespective of race, ethnicity or 
economic status through promoting peace, 
accountability and integrity.

• Strengthening local community, CSOs and 
networks to promote social accountability 
and creating an enabling environment to 
ensure the voice of socially excluded and 
economically poor people/communities in 
development mainstream.   

INTEGRITY

TEAM 
WORK

EQUITY 
AND 

SOCIAL 
JUSTICE

CARE FOR 
ENVIRONMENT

INNOVATION 
AND 

CREATIVITY
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About Youth Initiative
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Case Story 1: Integrity Champions – Spreading smile initiating free Eye Camp

Integrity child club of NamunaMachchhindra School consists 
of 25 members – 10 students with visual impairment. The 
school has 38 blind students. During service monitoring, 
they recognized eye problems among their friends which 
could decrease their quality of education when they could 
not see what teachers had written on whiteboards. So, 
to make sure that none of their friends suffer from eye 
problems and decrease their level of education, integrity 
club initiated Eye Camp.

Integrity club members wrote an application in Braille with 
Nepali language (picture) on same paper and provided 
the application to Nepal NetraJyotiSangh (NNJS) for free 
eye camp at their school.  

After the approval from NNJS, a two-days free eye camp 
was organized at premises of NamunaMachchhindra School 
on 14th and 15th of February, 2019. Nepal NetraJyotiSangh 
screened 600 students during the two-days free eye camp. 
The five teachers and three parents were 
also benefitted from the eye camp. The 
four Assistant Ophthalmologists and two 
counsellors conducted the examination 
of the students.

Twenty-five students received free 
medication and 40 students were 
prescribed free glasses. The glasses 
with appropriate eye powerwere 
distributed following the completion 
of the camp. 10 students found with 
high myopia, nystigatmus, esotropia, 
and others were referred for further 
examination with advanced machinery 
equipment at NNJS and were provided 
free treatments. The students with eye 
infections and irritations were said to 
have infections because of pollution.

20 students with visual impairment and 
without impairment were mobilized 
as Volunteers and were engaged in 
managing the camp.

Fig: Opthalmologists checking the eyes of students

ANNEX Annex 1: Case Stories
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Indira Aryal, resource teacher and focal teacher for integrity club, NamunaMachchhindra Secondary 
school said, “Eye camp is the first camp at our school and is initiated by students. The school has 
students with visual impairment, and they face lots of challenges in their daily life. So, the students 
are much more excited to get their eye check up and get free services. Even the School Management 
Committee and parents have been really positive to Eye camp initiated by Integrity Child Club.”

Gobinda Sharma, Nepal Netra Jyoti Sangh said, “I am really motivated to see the initiation of 
students. They have come forward with demand of eye camp to benefit their whole school. We will 
select this school for other programs too. On the demand of students, we are happy to conduct 
yearly eye camps”

At the end of the camp, the IC members conducted a consultation meeting with one of the key staffs 
of NNJS in order to seek further and continuous support from NNJS to their school.

 

The national newspaper – Himalayan times published the news of this initiation.

CMYK

One dies in accident
KATHMANDU: A person died after 
being hit by a truck at Chardobato, 
Madhyapur Thimi Municipality-4, 
Bhaktapur, on Thursday. The de-
ceased has been identified as Mith-
ilesh Prasad Upadhyay, 62, of Surya-
binayak Municipality. He succumbed 
to injuries in the course of treatment 
at Madhyapur Hospital. The truck 
driver fled the scene after the acci-
dent. Police said they were trying to 
establish the registration number of 
the truck to trace the driver. — HNS

Gamblers arrested 
KATHMANDU: Police on Thursday 
raided a house in Samakhushi of 
Tokha Municipality-9 and arrested 
nine persons for their involvement in 
illegal gambling. Ramesh Tamang, the 
house owner, is among the alleged 
gamblers held by the cops. Police also 
confiscated Rs 218,390 and playing 
cards from the gamblers. — HNS

•  IN  BRIEF

THE HIMALAYAN TIMES, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2019
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A view of Bal Gopaleshwor temple, which was damaged in the 2015 quakes, in Rani Pokhari, Kathmandu, on Friday.

Work in progress at the reconstruction site of Dharahara, the iconic tower which was destroyed in the 2015 earthquakes, in Kathmandu, on Friday.

EMERGENCY
NUMBERS

OFFICE  PHONE NO.

Police Control Room . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  100

Traffic Police Control Room . . . . . . . .  103

Fire Fighters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  101

Traffic Jam Information (SMS) . . .  JAM 4321

Emergency Police Service . . . . . . . 4228435

Crime Information. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4412748

Child Missing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  104

Nepal Electricity Authority . . . . . . . 4153164

Blood Bank, Pradarshani Marg. . . . . 4225344

Nepal Red Cross Society, Teku . . . . 4270650

Bhaktapur Red Cross . . . . . . . . . . . 6611661

Army Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4271940

Bir Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4221988

Bhaktapur Cancer Hospital . . . . . . 6611532

Chirayu National Hospital . . . . . . . . 4382382

Kanti Children Hospital . . . . . . . . . . 4411550

Norvic Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4258554

Police Hospital. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4412430

Patan Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5522295

Om Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4476225

Star Hospital, Sanepa . . . . . . . . . . . 5550197

Teaching Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4412505

Grande Hospital. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5159266

Tilganga Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4493775

Hearse (Shav Vahan). . . . . . . . . . . . . 6612266

Cops crack down 
on motorists  
offering bribe
Himalayan News Service
Kathmandu, February 15

A truck driver ended up in jail af-
ter he attempted to bribe an 
on-duty traffic policeman in 
Ramghat, Kathmandu Metropoli-
tan City-16, for offence under the 
Motor Vehicle and Traffic Trans-
port Management Act yesterday.

Yam Bahadur Bhujel, 26, Ka-
wasoti, Nawalparasi district, has 
been charged with offering Rs 50 
in bribe to a policeman to avoid 
action for violating traffic rules. 
According to police, he inserted a 
note of Rs 50 in a blue book and 
gave it to the cop after the law en-
forcement official asked him for 
necessary documents during a 
security check. But instead of get-
ting the traffic cop’s favour, he was 
arrested.

On February 7, police arrested 
three drivers from different places 
of Kathmandu for allegedly at-
tempting to bribe the cops. Traffic 
police, who are often accused of 
bargaining over bribe money on 
the road, have launched action 
against traffic rule violators who 
try to bribe on-duty officials to 
avoid action.

According to Metropolitan Po-
lice Office, as many as 32 drivers 
and riders have been arrested in 
the past four months for trying to 
bribe cops in the hope of getting 

off the hook. Those police per-
sonnel who were offered bribe 
during the period are a sub-in-
spector, nine assistant sub-in-
spectors, seven head constables 
and 11 constables. 

Such drivers and riders are pro-
duced before the concerned dis-
trict administration offices for le-
gal action for trying to take undue 
favour from on-duty officials un-
der the Some Public Crimes Act. 
MPO informed that they were re-
leased on bail of up to Rs 10,000. 
Deputy Inspector General 
Shailesh Thapa Kshetri, also the 
police commissioner, said this 
crackdown aimed to ensure strict 
adherence to the rules and dis-
courage drivers and on-duty po-
lice officers from offering and re-
ceiving bribe as MPO expected 
the cops to work strictly within 
laws while dealing with offenders. 

Police personnel have been au-
thorised to arrest and send such 
offenders to custody for neces-
sary action. Common forms of 
traffic rule violations are disre-
gard for lane discipline and traffic 
signals, use of mobile phone 
while driving, parking vehicles in 
the no-parking zone, seat belt in-
fraction, driving under the influ-
ence, mechanical modification of 
bikes, overloading vehicles and 
violation of one-way traffic rule, 
among others. 

NAMS staffers  
continue protest
Himalayan News Service
Kathmandu, February 15

Staffers of National Acade-
my of Health Sciences have 
been staging protest on the 
premises of Bir Hospital for 
the last three days, de-
manding that the key posi-
tions in NAMS, which has 
remained vacant for the last 
six months, be filled as soon 
as possible.

Their other demands in-
clude appointment of  50 
per cent key officials from 
among the NAMS staffers. 

Secretary of NAMS Staff 
Union Dipak Mudhbari 
said NAMS was running 
without key officials for the 
last 192 days, but the gov-
ernment had shown no 
concern. “We will continue 
our protest until our de-
mands are fulfilled,” he 
said.  He said that the Min-
istry of Health and Popula-
tion had already recom-
mended three names for 
NAMS vice-chancellor, but 
the Office of the Prime Min-
ister and Council of Minis-
ters had not approved any 
name. 

“The Cabinet has not ap-
proved any name as politi-
cal parties have failed to 

reach an agreement,” he 
s a i d .  T h e  p o s t s  o f 
vice-chancellor, rector, reg-
istrar, dean and director of 
NAMS have been vacant for 
the last 192 days. 

“Due to delay in appoint-
ing key officials, teach-
ing-learning activities have 
been affected. Similarly, 
bulk purchase of necessary 
m e d i c a l  e q u i p m e n t 
through tender and promo-
tion of staffers have also 
been affected,” shared 
Mudhbari. Mudhbari said 
acting officials could give 
permission to spend only 
Rs 500,000. “The hospital 
used to buy medical, surgi-
cal and pathological equip-
ment through tender. But 
now the hospital is buying 
equipment at retail price,” 
he added.

Every day more than 
2,500 patients visit the hos-
pital. Mudhbari also said 
that a month ago, Bir hospi-
tal couldn’t provide gastrol-
ogy and cancerology ser-
vices due to lack of doctors. 
One of the doctors retired 
and another quit. “The gov-
ernment had to hire a doc-
tor from Norvic Interna-
tional Hospital to provide 
the services,” he shared.

600 students undergo eye 
check-up at valley school
Himalayan News Service 
Kathmandu February 15 

As many as 600 students under-
went eye check-up at a two-day 
free eye camp organised by Integri-
ty Club of Namuna Machchhindra 
School, Lalitpur. 

Five teachers and three parents 
also benefited from the eye camp. 
Four assistant ophthalmologists 
and two counsellors from Nepal 
Netra Jyoti Sangh had examined 
the eyes of the students. 

As many as 25 students received 
free medicines and 40 students 
were asked to use glasses which 
would be given free of cost by the 
organiser.  A total of 10 students 
were diagnosed  myopia, nystigat-
mus and esotropia. They were ad-
vised to see advanced treatment. 
Many students were found having 

eye infection and irritation caused 
by pollution.

Focal teacher for integrity club 
at Namuna Machchhindra Sec-
ondary School Indira Aryal said the 
eye camp was organised for the 
first time in the school at the initia-
tive of students. “The eye camp be-
came possible due to the support 
provided by the school manage-
ment committee and parents,” he 
added.

“I am really impressed to see stu-
dents putting in efforts for such a 
noble cause. We came for eye 
check-up on students’ request, 
and we are happy to be part of this 
eye camp,” said Gobinda Sharma 
from Nepal Netra Jyoti Sangh.

Integrity child club of Namuna 
Machchhindra School consists of 
25 members, including 10 visually 
impaired students.

MoU inked to hold novices 
ordination programme
Himalayan News Service
Kathmandu, February 15

In a major move to raise global 
awareness to visit Nepal in 2020, 
as many as 10 organisations to-
day signed a memorandum of 
understanding to jointly organise 
novices ordination programme. 

The MoU was signed amidst a 
programme held at Nepal Tour-
ism Board. 

Representatives of Akhil Nepal 
Bhikkhu Association, Nepal Tour-
ism Board, Dharmodaya Sabha, 
Lumbini Development Trust, 
Young Men Buddhist Association, 
Shree Shakya Singha Vihar, Aksh-
ewor Mahabihar, Hiranyabarna 
Mahavihar, Dharmasthali Inter-
national Meditation Centre and 
Middle Way Meditation Institute 

signed the MoU.
In a bid to promote Lumbini as 

a major religious tourist destina-
tion for Buddhists and people in-
terested in Bhuddha’s teachings 
from around the world, the his-
torical 1,119 novices ordination 
will begin from March 1 in Lum-
bini, the birth place of Buddha. 
The full ordination programme 
will start from February 23. 

Organising a press conference, 
Burin Bhante informed that be-
fore the end of the programme, 
on March 16 in Tundikhel, Kath-
mandu,  ‘Light of Peace in Nepal 
2019’ will be organised for the 
first time in the country to wel-
come more than 10,000 people of 
all religious backgrounds, includ-
ing 1,119 novices to meditate and 
light candles. 

Measures being taken 
to conserve forests, 
says Minister Basnet
Rastriya Samachar Samiti
Kathmandu, February 15 

Minister of Forest and Envi-
ronment Shakti Bahadur 
Basnet said the government 
had adopted measures for 
the conservation of forest 
and use of forest products.

Inaugurating the 19th 
general assembly of the Fed-
eration of Forest-based In-
dustry and Trade Nepal here 
today, the minister said the 
new forest policy was aimed 
at making conservation ef-
forts more effective.

Stating that the govern-
ment had adopted zero-tol-
erance policy towards cor-
ruption, he pledged to work 
together with the private 
sector and community for 
the conservation of forests 
and utilisation of forest re-
sources. “The government 
has adopted the policy of 
promoting private sector 
and forest-based enterprises 
to make the country self-reli-
ant in timber,” he said.

It may be noted that de-
spite efforts to make the 
country self-reliant in tim-
ber products, limited availa-

bility of domestic products 
and its high price had forced 
the country to import timber 
worth Rs 5.75 billion during 
the last fiscal.

Lawmaker Parbat Gurung 
and National Planning Com-
mission’s member Dr Kr-
ishna Prasad Oli under-
scored the need for using 
new technology for diversifi-
cation of timber production.

F o r e s t  S e c r e t a r y 
Bishwanath Oli said timber 
production had remained a 
priority of the government 
as per its goal to discourage 
its import. Secretary at the 
ministry Sindhu Prasad 
Dhungana, federation Presi-
dent Shyam Sundar Dhakal 
and Federation of Commu-
nity Forestry User’s Nepal 
Chair Bharati Pathak spoke 
about the challenges in for-
est-based industries.

On the occasion, Joint 
Secretary Dhungana was 
awarded the ‘Forest Man-
agement and Enterprise Pro-
motion National Award’ and 
Pragati Dhakal of Nagarik 
Daily received the ‘For-
est-based Enterprise Jour-
nalism Award’. 

First family planning conference 
set to be organised in March 
Rastriya Samachar Samiti
Kathmandu, February 15 

The first National Confer-
ence on Family Planning is 
scheduled to take place 
from March 18 to 19 in 
Kathmandu with the theme 
‘Family Planning; Reaching 
the Unreached’.

Around 200 people asso-
ciated with this sector will 
participating in the event to 
be organised by the Family 
Welfare Division and De-
partment of Health Services 
under the Ministry of 
Health and Population.

The United Nations Pop-
ulation Fund is the major fi-

nancial and technical assis-
tance contributor to the 
event. The meet is expected 
to be a milestone in increas-
ing people’s access to family 
planning programmes and 
towards the expansion and 
improvement of access to 
family planning services 
and information.

Information about this 
was shared at a programme 
today. The gathering will 
dwell on issues related to 
the commitments in the 
Family Planning 2020.

According to the UNFPA, 
Nepal’s reproductive rate in 
1996 was 4.6 per cent and 
the figure dropped to 2.3 in 

2016. Despite efforts, there 
is noticeable rise in the use 
of contraceptives. The latest 
statistics show that the use 
rate of means of family 
planning is 53 per cent and 
users of modern means of 
family planning are below 
43 per cent.

Family planning pro-
grammes are in the top pri-
ority of the government, but 
their access to adolescents, 
new mothers and marginal-
ised communities is still 
very poor. The organisers 
believe that the meet would 
come up with a new strate-
gy to promote the use of 
means of family planning. 

Youths with STDs deprived of foreign employment
Anita Shrestha
Kathmandu, February 15

H u n d r e d s  o f  y o u t h s  
suffering from sexually 
transmitted diseases such as 
syphilis in the country are 
being deprived of foreign 
employment opportunities 
every year.

Due to lack of awareness 
about safe sex and use of 
condom, many youths are 
suffering from syphilis. 
“Nearly 60 persons between 
the ages of 18 and 24 have 
been diagnosed with syphi-
lis in the last five months,” 
said Chief Consultant of 
Tropical Medicine at Sukra-
raj Tropical Infectious Dis-
ease Hospital Dr Anup Bas-
tola. The youths diagnosed 

with syphilis had come to 
the hospital for medical tests 
in order to apply for foreign 
employment.

Department of Foreign 
Employment has authorised 
S u k r a r a j 
Tropical In-
fectious Dis-
ease Hospital 
for the medi-
cal test of the 
people who 
applied for 
foreign em-
ployment. 

People diagnosed with 
syphilis are not considered 
eligible for foreign employ-
ment even though the dis-
ease can be treated within a 
few weeks. Syphilis can be 
treated with antibiotics, but 

antibodies of syphilis re-
main in the blood of the pa-
tients for a lifetime due to 
which people, who once suf-
fered from this disease, can 
not  pass the medical test 

conducted for foreign em-
ployment,” he added.

Speaking with The Hima-
layan Times, Dr Bastola said 
that the hospital had already 
informed the Department of 
Foreign Employment that 

syphilis did not get transmit-
ted from a person who had 
already been treated for 
syphilis, but due to some 
standards set by foreign na-
tions, youths  are not given 

work permit 
i n  m a n y 
countries.

D i r e c t o r 
General  of 
DoFE Dilip 
Kumar Chap-
again  said 
d i f f e r e n t 
c o u n t r i e s 

had different criteria for 
medical tests.  “We cannot 
do anything in this regard, 
though many sexually trans-
mitted diseases are curable. 
Many countries reject peo-
ple who suffer from sexually 

transmitted diseases,” he 
added.  In Gulf countries, 
medical tests such as blood 
test, chest X-ray, tuberculo-
sis, hepatitis A, hepatitis B 
and C, HIV/AIDs, syphilis, 
pregnancy test and leprosy 
are compulsory. 

According to the Dubai 
Health Authority, syphilis 
test is mandatory for do-
mestic helps, babysitters, 
workers at nurseries, barber 
shops, kindergartens, coffee 
shops, health clubs, food 
supply centres, restaurants 
and other food outlets.

“Though doctors in Dubai 
also clearly know that syphi-
lis is a completely curable, 
they don’’t provide work per-
mit to those who suffer from 
syphilis,” said Dr Anup. 

People diagnosed with syphilis 
are not considered unfit for  

foreign employment

THT

THT
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Case Story 2: A case of KafleKhola Irrigation Project

COVID-19 pandemic and lockdown in Nepal led the education sector to be closed hindering 
the regular classes of the students. The Integrity club members were not able to go to schools 
and conduct the service monitoring. To utilize the lockdown time, eight IC members of Janata 
Secondary School in consultation with the Focal Person of SHINE project decided to conduct 
construction monitoring nearby their areataking safety measures.A construction of irrigation 
project was going to be implemented in that area.

The irrigation project was the KafleKhola irrigation project. In Ward- 9 of Melamchi, there was very 
limited water source for the agricultural land due to blockages by the frequent landslides. There 
was a lack of water and the productivity of the land was hampered. This irrigation canal will benefit 
around 60 household’s key beneficiaries of that area for irrigating their agricultural land.

The NPR 150,000(in words, one lakh fifty 
thousand only)irrigation project was funded 
by Melamchi Municipality. The project was 
for the maintenance of 3 km existing canal 
and  a 2 km new irrigation canal attached 
to the existing one. Altogether, 5 km canal 
would be maintained and built from the 
labour contribution from the beneficiaries. 
The project was to complete in a month. For 
this, a nine members user committee was 
formed for overall implementation of the 
project. Within a week this nine member’s 
user committee completed almost 3 km 
maintenance of the irrigation canal without 
any labour contribution from the beneficiaries 
which was shocking for all.

This issue came to the attention of the IC 
member. Then they went for the monitoring 
visit. In the first monitoring visit, the 
measuring and designing of the irrigation 
canal was going on. The member informed 
the IC members that the maintenance work 
would start in 2/3 days. After a week in 
the second visit, the IC members  came to 
know that around 3 km maintenance work 
was almost in completed phase and the 
maintenance was not done properly. Even the landslides areas were not properly maintained. The 
key beneficiaries also complained of not being informed for the labour contribution and all the works 
are done by the user committee only. 

The IC members collected the information and verbal complain from the beneficiaries. After 
monitoring and analyzing the work in detail, the IC members shared the issue and complains of 
beneficiaries to the Ward Chairperson. The Ward Chairperson along with the irrigation monitoring 
team appointed by Municipality for monitoring overall irrigation projects of all wards of Municipality 
went on the construction site and closely monitoredthe results brought up by the IC members and 
the beneficiaries. The monitoring team found that the maintenance work was not properly done. 
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The Ward Chairperson suggested the User committee to submit all the documents and bills. The 
Chair came to know that only NPR 60,000(in words, sixty thousand only) was spent for the overall 
work. So, the Ward decided to provide only the spent amount to the User committee. The remaining 
amount NPR 90,000 (in words, ninty thousand only)was used for the re-maintenance of the 3 km 
canal where the work was not properly done and built 2 km new irrigation canal attached to existing 
one by labour contribution. The construction work was done under the monitoring of an irrigation 
monitoring team appointed by Municipality. Now, the irrigation canal is working in well condition.

After this incident, the user committee only received NPR 60,000(in words, sixty thousand only) 
according to the bill. They came to know about complaints made by IC members along with the focal 
person to the Ward Chairperson. They verbally scold the focal person . The community people and 
beneficiaries supported the IC members and suggested the user committee to do the work properly 
without trying to collapse the government budget. The Duty bearers supported the integrity club and 
appreciated their works. After this incident, the IC members felt that this type of issues should be 
raised by the community themselves for the effective work at construction sector in their community. 
ParwartiMijar, key beneficiary appreciated the work of Focal person and Integrity club. Further, she 
said that the irrigation canal was built properly with an initiation and effort of integrity club. Otherwise, 
they had to starve with limited food productivity due to lack of irrigation.

Krishna Bahadur Giri also appreciated the work of Focal person and Integrity club. Further he felt 
that their initiation has brought major results.
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”We were facing problems with boy’s toilets for 
a long time. With the initiation of Integrity Club, 
we have now successfully convinced school 
management to construct a boy’s toilet for long 
toilet problems. Now we are happy and relieved. 
We are very thankful to Youth Initiative for the 
continuous lobbying to this issue”

Diparshan Nepali, 
16 yrs, IC member.

Case Story 3: Toilet construction for male students 

Shree KantiIshwori Secondary School was a girls’ school during the 1950 AD. But from 1998AD, it 
started to enroll the boys. Due to the lack of necessary infrastructure there was a toilet for girls for 
urination and defecation. However for boys, they had urinals only. Among 6 toilets, boys were able 
to use only two toilets which do not have a commode. 

Due to the lack of toilets with commode, boys had to face problems especially when they had 
Diarrhoea. This led to boys’ absenteeism. Teenage boys have around 20% of dropout rate as per 
school management. This problem was there since 1998 AD. While interacting with Integrity clubs, 
boys stated this problem but didn’t complain to the school management. They said that when they 
complained about it once, the principal said that the school does not have a budget. Also, the school 
management said that school would either be renovated or shifted to some other place. Till then, the 
boys had to wait. The school was expecting a budget for renovation after the 2015 AD earthquake, 
but it didn’t. So, the problem was still prevailed. 

Youth Initiative and the Integrity club members were lobbying to resolve this problem since the 
establishment of IC in February 2018. The issue was first raised to Integrity club by Youth Initiative 
in April, 2018. This was discussed as a major problem by IC, but they didn’t put forward it to the 
Principal. We talked it to Focal teacher, Mrs. Manju Tiwari. She knew this was a problem for boys, but 
she couldn’t do anything on her own. Later she helped us put this issue to the Principal in November 
2018. The Principal said that he was seeking a budget for either school renovation or shifting school 
to a new location. They were waiting for the Municipality to allocate budget for this school. Then we 
thought it would be waste for us to lobby for this issue further. 

Months passed by, after the new session started, the new school session started in April, 2019. 
The School Management was successful to raise NPR. 6,25,000/- from Kathmandu Municipality to 
construct 2 boys’ toilets in June 2019. 

Two boys’ toilets with Commode have been constructed. As per Focal teacher, these toilets are 
accommodating 55 male students. The School Management didn’t receive any budget for school 
renovation but received a small budget for toilet construction. They had to wait several months to 
build it.  The Scholl Management is glad that the boys got relief after 21 years and they expect the 
absenteeism rate would decrease from this year on. 
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Case Story 4: Integrity club members fixed the harassment case

In one of the School, the Maths teacher used to touch the female students, hug them, threaten and 
give punishment to the male students. His behavior and teaching style was different for male and 
female. This was unbearable to the students, but they were unable to raise their voice. There was 
child club, but the students were unknown to take support from club to address such issue. Majority 
of child clubs is mobilized to conduct the ECA and games. In a friend circle, they used to talk about 
their problems but no one has courage to take this issue or share their problem with any teachers. 
By that time, integrity club was established in the school. The focal teacher who was trained by us 
clearly described about the objective of club and activities done by club. Students were bit hesitant 
to put that issue on score card at the beginning of monitoring. So, SMC was unaware. But later, 
the members of IC started to raise the issue during meeting and shared with focal person. Focal 
person is female. Integrity club members then started to ask other students confidentially. Majority of 
students (from Grade 8, 9 & 10) responded that they too feel uncomfortable in his class.

The focal teacher of that club was also a male teacher so students were also hesitant 
to share with him. After they shared with focal person and getting evidence that other 
students also feel uncomfortable, she shared with focal teacher. He suggested the club 
to write one letter describing the issue and submit at Principal desk. After the Principal 
knew the issue, he conducted a meeting with School Management Committee and the 
Maths teacher. During meeting, Maths teachers responded that he was being friendly to 
the students as his own children were the reason to touch. Then Principal held a meeting 
with Integrity club members and discussed on the issue. Teacher on one hand says he is 
being friendly but the students say opposite to him. So, Integrity club proposed to have 
meeting with SMC, Principal and IC in one platform. The meeting was held on August 2018. 
During meeting the issue was discussed and Maths teacher felt guilty for his behaviour. 
The SMC placed him to teach in lower grades. Then the teacher promised not to physically 
accuse anyone. From then, till date no any students have complained about him. He himself 
became aware and alert not to do so.





SCORE BOARD (2020)
 

Name of School……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Performance Indicator

       Green: Good    Yellow:       Red: Bad

Service indicator/ Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1.  

2.   

3. Teachers Teaching Methodology Marking should be done based on the following: 
a. 
b. Do teacher use child-friendly and gender friendly approach? 
c. Do students understand properly what the teacher has taught? 
4. Marking should be done based on the following: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
5. Marking should be done based on the following: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
6. Marking should be done based on the following: 

 a. Is the behaviour of Principal coordial towards students? 
 b. Does the Principal listen to students’ complaints and addresses them? 
 c. Do students feel the Principal has been working for the welfare of the students?

 Marking should be done based on the following: 
a. Is the behaviour of teacher's coordial towards students? 
b. Does the teacher use any form of corporal punishment against   students? 

 c. Do students feel comfortable with teachers? 

  8. Toilet  (Boys/Girls separate; dustbin; soap; water, lock)  Marking should be done based on the following: 
 a. Is the toilet clean and well-maintained? 
 b. Does the toilet have proper water? 
 c. Does the toilet have sanitary pad disposal facility? 
 9.Classroom cleanliness  Marking should be done based on the following: 
 a. Is the class clean and well-maintained? 
 b. Does the class have dust-bins? 
 c. Is the class cleaned regularly by the management? 
 10. School Premises cleanliness Marking should be done based on the following: 
 a. Is the school premise clean and well-maintained? 
 b. Does the school premise have dust-bins? 
 c. Is the school premise cleaned regularly by the management?
 11. School canteen/ Lunch Marking should be done based on the following: 
 a. Is the food served in the canteen fresh? 
 b. Is hygenic food served in the canteen? 

 12.Drinking Water Marking should be done based on the following: 

 b. Is drinking water available throughout the day? 
 c. Is the drinking water facility properly located (within the height of the students, far from the toilet etc.)? 
 13.Internet Marking should be done based on the following: 
 a. Does the school provide internet facility to students for study purposes?

 14. Computer Lab Marking should be done based on the following: 

 b. Do students get to use the computers regularly?

 15.  Library Marking should be done based on the following: 

 b. Does the library have the required books for students? 
 c. Is the library properly operated and maintained by the school management? 

 16.  Science Lab Marking should be done based on the following: 
 a. Dostudents get to visit science lab at regular intervals? 
 b. Does the science lab have the required equipments for students? 
 c. Is the science lab properly operated and maintained by the school management? 

 17. Medical Services (First aid, sanitary pads)Marking should be done based on the following: 

 b. Do students get medical services when they require?
 c. Are medicines regularly replaced and added in the medical aid kit? 

 18. SMC and Parents Visit Marking should be done based on the following: 

 19. Scholarship Marking should be done based on the following: 
 a. Are eligible students receiving scholarship from the school? 
 b. Does the school provide all the government required scholarship in the school? 

 20. Students discipline Marking should be done based on the following: 
 a. Does the school monitor the discipline of the students? 

 c. Do students obey teachers/ principal? 

 21. Status of classrooms/school. Marking should be done based on the following: 
 a. Does school have proper wall surrounding it? 

 c. Does the school/classroom provide conducive environment for students to study?

 22. Performance of school management/Principal. Marking should be done based on the following: 
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Name of School……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Performance Indicator

       Green: Good    Yellow:       Red: Bad

Service indicator/ Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1.  

2.   

3. Teachers Teaching Methodology Marking should be done based on the following: 
a. 
b. Do teacher use child-friendly and gender friendly approach? 
c. Do students understand properly what the teacher has taught? 
4. Marking should be done based on the following: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
5. Marking should be done based on the following: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
6. Marking should be done based on the following: 

 a. Is the behaviour of Principal coordial towards students? 
 b. Does the Principal listen to students’ complaints and addresses them? 
 c. Do students feel the Principal has been working for the welfare of the students?

 Marking should be done based on the following: 
a. Is the behaviour of teacher's coordial towards students? 
b. Does the teacher use any form of corporal punishment against   students? 

 c. Do students feel comfortable with teachers? 
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 a. Is the toilet clean and well-maintained? 
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 b. Do students get to use the computers regularly?
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 c. Are medicines regularly replaced and added in the medical aid kit? 
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Campaign for Human rights and Social 
Transforma�on (CAHURAST), Nepal
Jeetjung Marg, Thapathali, 
Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: +977-01-4102033, 01-4249220
Fax: +977-01-4102033
Email: cahurastnepal@gmail.com, 
            cahurast@gmail.com 
Website: www.cahurast.org 
h�p://twi�er.com/cahurastnepal ; 
h�p://www.facebook.com/cahurast.nepal 

Youth Ini�a�ve (YI)
Youth Ini�a�ve 157/10, 
Anamnagar Kathmandu, Nepal 
Tel: +977-01-4770641
Email: info@youth.org.np,   
             programs@youthini�a�ve.org.np
Website: www.youth.org.np
www.facebook.com/yinepal ; 
www.twi�er.com/yinepal2001

“Integrity clubs incorporates the student led 
monitoring for promoting the culture of integrity in 

every activity it does.” 


